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No. BSNLEU/WB/HR Issue/2020

Date: 03.06.2019

To
Sri Ramakant Sharma,
Chief General Manager,
West Bengal Telecom Circle,
8, Red Cross Place,
Kolkata----700 001.
Subject: Posting of DGM/TDM at Jalpaiguri SSA.
Sir,
Please recall our discussion held with you on last Saturday on the abovementioned subject.
We had already drawn your kind attention to the fact that there is no regular TDM at Jalpaiguri since the retirement
on VRS of Sri Nitish Barman on 31/01/2020. It is learnt from our District Secretary Jalpaiguri that the AGM (HRAdmn), who is also not in a regular promotion, expressed his helplessness to settle the staff issues as well day to day
maintenance of BSNL service in the SSA as there is no regular DGM/TDM is in chair in the Jalpaiguri SSA at present.
Though the Circle Office has issued the order for local arrangement for look on posting but it is not sufficient as the
order did not mentioned anything regarding exercise of financial power.
You are surely aware of the fact that the Jalpaiguri SSA is an important SSA in North Bengal who is controlling the
total telecom network in two civil districts e.g. Alipurduar and Jalpaiguri. Our local union leadership has discussed
the matter with the GM Siliguri who has also intimated us that the matter has already been taken up with the Circle
Office Administration. It is not out of place to mention in this regard that at one time Jalpaigur SSA was a good
performer in CFA section and ‘Out Standing’ collection also. But due to shortage of officers at higher level we are
suffering at the ground level.
Under these circumstances we request you to arrange posting of TDM/DGM Jalpaiguri immediately to avoid any
further loss of revenue.
Hope that you will personally intervene in the matter and do the needful at the earliest.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

(Animesh Mitra)
Circle Secretary

